South Rim Motor Coach Tour with Jeep & IMAX (BLG-4J)
Operated by:
Departing From:
To/Over:
Duration:
Transportation:
Meal:

Grand Canyon Coaches
Las Vegas
Ground Tour of the Grand Canyon National Park
Approximately 14 hours, not including hotel transfers
Pick up provided from major Las Vegas hotels
Meal Provided

Tour Includes:

Complimentary hotel pick up and drop off
Luxury coach seats and panoramic viewing windows
Fabulous views of the Hoover Dam, the southwest desert and the Grand Canyon
Video entertainment and restrooms on motor coach
Open-air jeep tour of the Grand Canyon National Park with multiple stops
IMAX movie Grand Canyon: The Hidden Secrets
Exclusive stop at National Geographic Visitors Center
Meal voucher included

Languages:
English Only

Advisories:

It is not recommended to schedule other events on the date of travel due to unforeseen delays, such as traffic which can cause a delay in return times to the Las
Vegas area

Sample Itinerary:

Clients are picked up from most major hotels in Las Vegas approximately 1 - 1.5 hours prior to departure
Passengers board an air-conditioned motor coach headed to the Grand Canyon National Park. The duration is approximately 5 hours
Short stop with photo opportunities of the Hoover Dam. (Arizona side/O’Callaghan-Tillman Bridge)
Another brief stop will be made along the way for clients to stretch their legs and use the restroom
Clients are given a meal voucher for lunch once they arrive the National Geographic Center Food Court
Watch the IMAX movie while enjoying the meal
Tour continues to the Grand Canyon on an open-air jeep with stops at popular observation points for approximately 20-30 minutes for photos, exploring and
souvenir shopping
Return to Las Vegas via motor coach

Tour prices, components, and itineraries are subject to change without notice. Please reconfirm 24 hours prior to departure time by calling Reservations at 702-736-7243.

